Video: “Within these Walls: Jerusalem”  SNU media center: AV DS 109.94 .J378 1985
First 30 minutes or so of the National Geographic Special video

1. What are the four quarters or neighborhoods into which Jerusalem is divided?
2. What 3 things happened at the sacred rock?
3. How large is the Old City of Jerusalem?
4. Which king chose Jerusalem to be the capital of Israel?
5. Which king built a tunnel to carry water into Jerusalem?
6. On the anniversary of what event did the Romans destroy the Second Temple in Jerusalem?
7. From how many cultural backgrounds did today's Jerusalem Jews come?
8. Name some of the things Theo and Miriam Siebenberg found under their house in the Jewish quarter of Jerusalem.
9. What is the oldest thing the Siebenbergs found?
10. How much did they spend on the diggings under their house?